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Description WPI² camera:

CCD-camera system in a robust industrial case
with cooling and lens cleaning.
The system layout is designed for very dusty
atmospheres as a moving add-on-part.
The Infrared radiation protection is done by a
snap-on protection cap with quick change spare
glass panel unit.

The default focal length setting is for near field
monitoring, objective distance 200mm, provided
for direct mounting to the laser head.

Filter design is for Laser-Cladding-Systems with an
output power between 10…25kW.

Exposure time and image integration are adjustable
manually or automatically via software.

Type: WPI², SN/7400***

Dynamic range: 60dB
Filter combination: ND with IR-Cut filtering
Weight: 645g
Dust protection class: IP65
Dimension (L x W x H): 148 x 50 x 55 mm



WPI² - Weld Pool Intelligent Imaging

Optical measurement system for High-Speed-Laser-Cladding.

Differences to conventional measurement systems –
annotation – measuring principle:

There are three essential facts that differs the
WPI²-System from conventional systems:

1.) Measuring strategy
2.) Image acquisition
3.) Analysis / ellipse approximation

The characteristic of the treatment is
„measuring and comparing “.
A reference image of the optimal condition is generated
previously. This image is the basis for all further
measurements (= target state). In the current coating
process images are generated continuously (= current state)
and compared with the reference image (= target state).
In that way differences between target state and current
state can be detected quickly.

Because all process information are stored within the
images – comparable with a „process finger print “–
a comprehensive and fast process control can be
created.

The result will be an OK or NOK signal of the current
process.

1.) Measuring strategy WPI²:

2.) Image acquisition WPI²:

3.) Analysis / ellipse approximation WPI²:

For the optimal implementation of the WPI²
measuring strategy reliable images are the crucial
factor. For this reason, the image acquisition occurs
in a period of two to five seconds. The wave length of
the images is in the visible spectrum between
400…800 nm. Because of the long-time image
acquisition the effected image filters the not relevant
short-time but process typically fluctuations.
The result is an image that visualises the actual
spray status – the „process finger print “
time-averaged.

The analysis of the generated images occurs by
geometric „image approximation “.
This enables the detection of the „process finger print “
with the help of the process describing ellipses.
Thereby a fast and reliable mathematical comparison
of the images is fulfilled. Thus the „comparative
measuring strategy “ occurs automatically.
Besides the error analysis (OK/NOK) the calculated
ellipse parameters and their variation to the optimal
state (reference image) make it possible to get
conclusions of further, process relevant disturbance
variables like:

- process stability / consistency
- modification of the exhibited process power
- heat input / dissipation into the device
- variation of the powder type and flow
- variation of the process temperature


